MOUNTAIN WOODLAND PROJECT

Best Practice Guidance 4

Tree protection and
high-altitude fencing
This Best Practice Guide advises on how to ensure montane scrub
establishment through grazing assessments and fencing. As

mentioned in BPG3, successful new planting and establishment of

montane scrub and high-elevation woodland will most often need
to consider balancing the level of herbivore browsing, and the
need and type of fencing. In the UK, the numbers of wild

herbivores are such that every tree planting project needs to

consider their potential impact and normally will depend on action
to reduce that impact for success.

Similarly, successful restoration (i.e. allowing existing plants to

grow and/or enabling new recruitment to expand the population)
depends on restricting browsing to levels which will allow

seedlings to establish and existing plants to ﬂourish. The best way
of achieving this will vary between sites depending on the cause
and type of browsing, the location, its terrain and the land

ownership, access, and resource availability.

Low grazing may be beneﬁcial, but beware...
Limited browsing by sheep and deer can be advantageous in

encouraging side-branching and denser growth habit of some
species – when it’s established - which in turn will reduce

competition from surrounding vegetation and so discourage vole
damage. Similar beneﬁts to growth form are also achieved

naturally through die-back from wind scorching and cankers

during winter months. However, excessive browsing of leaves and

shoots severely suppresses the growth rate and reproductive

capacity of individual plants and, as with many other species, very
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In theory, dwarf birch’s

characteristically high concentrations

of secondary compounds should serve
as a natural deterrent to grazing.
In practice, deer still browse it in

preference to the heather it is usually
found in association with.

Similarly, juniper’s evergreen leaves

are, for much of the year, at low risk,
but when other plants are in short
supply, juniper is subject to heavy
browsing by sheep and deer.

heavy browsing can kill shrubs. Limited browsing is probably only
viable in well-established, rather than newly planted sites, where

Sheep have also been observed to

in general is highly susceptible to browsing, and willows in

willow while leaving downy willow on

scrub may be more resilient to browsing. However, montane scrub

preferentially browse dark-leaved

particular are highly palatable and will be sought out by browsing

the same site alone.

animals. In some cases, provided there is a more attractive and

nutritious substitute to eat in the form of grasses, herbs or other

vegetation, low levels of browsing of montane scrub is sometimes
possible. Montane scrub species become more vulnerable to

herbivores when the quality, quantity or availability of other edible
material is reduced at the end of summer, due to competition for
grazing, snow cover, or when the available alternatives are even
less palatable.

Snow is also the most signiﬁcant

complication to eﬀective protection by

fencing. Very healthy roe deer have been

recorded spending the entire winter at an
altitude of 600-800m in well-established

scrub areas within fenced exclosures at the
National Trust for Scotland’s Ben Lawers
property. The lack of competition from

sheep and red deer as well as the presence
of the scrub forms part of the attraction.
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Identifying the cause of browsing
Sheep, and red and roe deer are the main herbivores causing
browsing damage on established plants.

Mountain hares are a signiﬁcant problem on some sites,

particularly in the eastern and central Highlands, and in favoured
feeding areas, such as among short heather. As with sheep and

deer, most damage occurs in winter when other food sources are
limited, particularly during heavy snow, and in early spring when
swelling apical buds are highly palatable. Exposed sites typically
suﬀer less damage because of hares’ preference for sheltered

feeding sites. As with other trees and shrubs, plants regenerating
naturally in situ appear to be less favoured than planted nursery-

grown stock.

In the Southern Uplands, mountain hares are being

encouraged as prey for golden eagles, but current population
densities are too low to represent a problem for montane

scrub regeneration. Rabbits are more of a problem at lower
altitude, for example in the Angus Glens.

Seasonality
During hard weather the majority of

sheep, feral goats and deer will move
downhill in search of shelter, so

reducing the risk to scrub found at
higher altitudes.

Snow brings with it mixed blessings.

As in BPG3, shrubs smothered in snow
are to some extent protected from

browsing, and from ice blasting, which
can be particularly devastating for

willow scrub. This may partly explain

Vole damage can be the major factor in the success of any planting

why it is now restricted to exposed

and can be a problem especially at grassy sites or where there is

holding areas, tending to protect scrub

from tree nurseries being particularly susceptible. If time and

However, the lack of alternative food

scheme. Voles browse bark and bite oﬀ the apical shoot of shrubs,
little other palatable browsing material, with newly-planted stock

resources allow, choosing to plant during a low-density year in the
vole population cycle is recommended, and/or encouraging
predators may be an option. If planting in peak vole years is
unavoidable vole guards should be considered.

north-facing sites which are also snow-

from late winter browsing.

for herbivores means that any shoots,

stems or remaining leaves protruding
above the snow are almost certain to
be eaten. Snow movement due to

avalanches or rapid melt can damage

individual shrubs.
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Planting larger stem diameter plants (i.e. with a 5mm or above
root collar), will help survival, as can planting multi-stemmed

plants. Planting with stems along (rather than perpendicular to)
the ground can also minimise the impact of voles ‘ring-barking’
stems, as they often only nibble along the top edge of the stem

leaving healthy material underneath. Use of individual vole tubes
will give some protection to the lower stem until the snow

damages or destroys the plastic, although they can also expose the
trees to additional wind damage, and will inhibit side-branching or
bush development if left on too long.

The eﬀect that voles have varies with the natural peaks and

troughs of vole populations from year to year, and according to
the palatability and nutrient levels in diﬀerent species. Vole

damage can be particularly severe following deep snow cover.

However low or infrequent vole damage may not be an issue as
coppice regrowth from shoots bitten oﬀ at lower level is more
acceptable in montane scrub than in most other woodland
establishment schemes.

Fencing versus browsing management
Reducing herbivore browsing impacts by controlling stock

numbers or herbivore population size, whether by culling or by
changing management practices to modify grazing patterns, is

always the preferred option. Eﬀective reduction of deer numbers
may not be possible in smaller management areas, especially if

neighbouring estates have stalking interests. However, on larger

estates, or where there is a more contained population of deer, or

where some collaboration with neighbours with similar

management objectives is possible, then restoration without
fencing should certainly be the ﬁrst consideration.
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Fencing, however, is likely to be needed. Where livestock and/or
deer reduction is not currently viable, physical protection of new

Fencing should ideally be regarded as a

necessarily an easy and certainly not a cheap option. The

viewed as providing suﬃcient breathing

coupled with uneven terrain, minimal soil cover, and the frequent

stands of suppressed scrub, or full

altitude fencing costs often amounting to over double the usual

long-term reduction in wider herbivore

planting may be the only feasible choice, though fencing is not

short or medium-term measure, being

inaccessibility of most sites appropriate for montane scrub,

space to allow recovery of remnant

need to drill metal posts into exposed bedrock, can mean high

establishment of new planting, until a

cost of fencing. Once maintenance costs are added into the

pressures is secured.

equation fencing often proves far more costly than other
protection methods.

Where regeneration is an objective, it is important to ensure there
is evidence of seed germination and suitable seedling

establishment micro-sites before the fence is built otherwise an

increased sward height and density (with consequent competition
for nutrient, water and light) within the fence is likely to prevent
seedling establishment.
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Assessing the options for or against fencing
The following checklist summarises points which will need to be

taken into account in deciding on the most appropriate option for
any particular site. Reference should also be made to the

assessments outlined in the joint agency agreement on deer
fencing (Anon 2004).

What is currently restricting growth?
Is there any evidence of browsing damage? If so, what has it
been caused by? Undertaking a Herbivore Impact
Assessment

(http://scotland.forestry.gov.uk/images/corporate/pdf/

herbivore-impact-assessment-method.doc)

will allow detailed analysis. Site Conditioning Monitoring on
designated sites may also provide useful information. Deer
Management Group population information will also be
relevant.

Do sheep/deer have year-round access to areas where

montane scrub is growing or is to be encouraged/planted?
How do sheep/deer use surrounding ground? How wide is
their range relative to the site?

Do sheep/deer have a pattern of movement which varies
during the day/week/year?

Is there a resident hefted hind population or is the risk of deer
browsing more likely to be from itinerant stags?

Are mountain hares a problem? Would montane shrub

restoration be feasible without protection against mountain
hares if other forms of browsing were reduced?

What factors other than browsing might be damaging,
restricting or preventing growth?
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Site assessment
How is the site (and area of land within which it lies) currently
managed (such as, stocking and shepherding regime,
muirburn, commercial shoot)?

Understanding site dynamics, e.g.
snowlie and wind, is important

What legal constraints in terms of designations are there?
What is the terrain like?
How accessible is the proposed site? In most cases the air-

lifting of fence materials will be the most cost eﬀective and

convenient method, although ground access is also an

important consideration, particularly for maintenance and
planting programmes.

Which direction is the prevailing wind? This will have an eﬀect
on snow lie.

Is the site on or near a rock face? Is it likely to suﬀer rock fall?

Fences are particularly vulnerable to avalanche, rock fall and
spate water damage. On the plus side, bare soil being

regularly exposed has potential to create niches for natural
regeneration.

Is the site subject to heavy snowfall? The proposed route

should be surveyed at diﬀerent times of year, especially in

winter at various stages of snow build-up and melt, preferably

over more than one year. This is crucial to assess depth of

snow, locations where deep snow-bed areas form, where areas

Photographs taken on the same day

(3rd April 2008) of cages with planted

willows, juniper and dwarf birch located

within 20 m of each other illustrating
the impact of topography.

blown free of snow occur and risk of avalanche. Snow build-up
on a steep slope will damage a fence more than a similar build

up on ﬂatter ground. Damage in deep snow-beds will be
greater than in areas where snow is shallow or blown oﬀ

regularly, and the fence will be ineﬀective while submerged in
a snow-bed sometimes long after all the other snow has gone.
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Modifying herbivore movement
Browsing pressure on montane scrub is determined by grazing patterns and preferences as well as overall

stocking density. Changes in supplementary feeding practice of livestock (such as relocation of feeding blocks,
rings and troughs, which have proved eﬀective in heather moorland regeneration) could possibly be used to
good eﬀect in diverting sheep and other livestock away from montane scrub. The beneﬁts and

practicalities of modifying deer movement by such means, however, are less proven.

Fertilising areas in the bottom of glens causes less social disruption to the herd than supplementary feeding

with concentrates, but deer are still likely to range on higher ground during the day, with consequent risk of

damage to montane scrub. Richer habitats suitable for montane willow scrub restoration will often be

preferentially grazed by sheep and deer, meaning stock reduction and culling may not have a proportional
eﬀect in grazing/browsing reduction.

Grazing patterns, particularly of deer, may also be inﬂuenced by human disturbance, especially if it is persistent

and continuous (such as at the ski resort areas in the Cairngorms), or involves ﬁrearms. The main drawbacks are

the labour implications of managing stock movement on a day to day basis, particularly at high altitude.

Additionally deer quickly learn when there are periods with little or no disturbance, e.g. at night.

Reduction of herbivore numbers
Where behaviour modiﬁcation is inadequate or inappropriate, reduction of herbivore numbers may be
necessary, and is likely to be essential to long-term survival of montane scrub.

Sustainable stocking levels vary considerably between sites. To a large extent establishing sustainable stocking
numbers will therefore be a matter of adaptive management with further adjustments based on monitoring

(the Woodland Grazing Toolbox may be useful http://scotland.forestry.gov.uk/images/corporate/pdf/

herbivore-impact-assessment-method.doc ) All grazing animals must be taken into account, including deer as

well as farm livestock.

A combination of control and protection regimes may work in
some situations, such as a limited cull combined with some

shepherding and human disturbance. It is worth remembering
that browsing of many areas of montane scrub is restricted to

certain times of year. Target culling of particular areas may be
a practical option on some estates and land holdings.

Dwarf birch, for example, recovers at

stocking rates of 3 to 4 deer per square

kilometre. Partial regeneration of birch
woodland has been documented at

stocking rates of four to ten deer per

square kilometre (this will probably be less
at higher altitude with shorter growing
seasons), or between 0.3 and 0.9 sheep

per hectare. Lower stocking densities are
often necessary to allow unimpeded

regeneration of both montane scrub and

other plants growing in association with it.
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Individual protection
Individual tree protection can be a useful ﬁrst-aid measure, or as
an initial stage of a project where a small surviving shrub

population is being impacted through grazing. These are,

however, often inappropriate and rarely a medium or longerterm solution.

Tree tube-type shelters might, on the surface, seem an attractive
means of providing the necessary protection for montane scrub

restoration without the complications of fencing, but in practice
are rarely suitable.

Individual shelters in some form of cage (eg gabion baskets) can
oﬀer enough protection for a few years growth to form and, if

several individuals are present on site, may allow plants to start

producing seed. Restoring a seed source to be used to produce

On a very small scale, simple small

sensible and potentially straightforward ﬁrst step and probably

deer seem reluctant to enter these.

larger numbers of local plants for further restoration is a
the main use for this approach.

stock-fenced areas can be eﬀective as

Cage design and snow
All cages suﬀer damage from snow. Diﬀerential pressure builds

up between the heavy snow on top of a cage and the less dense

snow inside. Slant-sided, ﬂexible cages may be better at resisting

this pressure – especially if snow build up is purely a vertical
force.

Flexible cages also have the beneﬁt that they are less likely to be

used as rubbing posts by deer and sheep than straight-sided,

more rigid forms. A metal frame with nylon netting is relatively

easy to repair, and light to carry into position on site. They can

also be designed and produced for bespoke situations – often out
on site. However, these types of cages are not readily available
and so are likely to be more expensive than gabion baskets.
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Planting on crags without fencing
•

‘Sabre’ planting might also be

Cliﬀs and crags in many upland sites contain the last refuges
of scrub and tall herb habitat, and - as natural crag features

tend to preclude or reduce grazing pressure - these areas may
provide an option for creating or restoring montane scrub.
Planting of additional montane species into existing

populations or into new suitable sites very near existing
populations is generally a lower cost management

intervention. This has been used before on several sites. On

Glen Feshie estate and in Glen Lochay, in both cases to bulk up
an existing woolly willow population.

appropriate – where saplings, with a

minimum height of 1m or so, are

planted on crags, overhangs, or steep
), at right
slopes (of at least 30 – 40°
angles. The tree initially grows

outwards making the leading shoot
inaccessible to many herbivores.

Should the buds on the top (up) side of

the tree be browsed, the ones

underneath on the down-side are less

likely to be. In time, the tree will grow

There may be areas of ground suitable for scrub restoration

out and up, ﬁnally becoming

herbivores through the use of small scale strategic fenced

mature tree is vertical, having grown

within crags which could be made inaccessible to large

sections, without the use of large scale permanent fencing.

inaccessible to all herbivores. The

from a lower trunk curved like a sabre

This method may also be successful on crags which are not

(Watson, 1998). Site selection is critical,

has been some reduction in grazing from intensive historical

vulnerable to rock fall and winter

completely inaccessible to herbivores, especially where there

as such sites may be especially

levels. These scenarios would likely need annual

winds.

maintenance, but could still be a relatively cheap, and non-

controversial way of enabling scrub restoration.

Pros of crag planting
Cost is minimal (unless rope access planting

contractors needed). Very low maintenance.
Compatible with other land management

objectives which fenced areas would conﬂict with
or where herbivore reduction is not a possibility.
Will bulk up numbers in fragile populations
making them more robust.

Can be used to redress the ratio of sexes in

depleted populations where balance often shifts

towards female dominated or female only groups
(particularly the case with juniper and willow).
Can link up isolated or fragmented groups or
individuals.

Can be used to create or enlarge seed sources as
a ﬁrst stage of a larger, future project.

Cons of crag planting
This method is a remedial, ﬁrst aid measure and is unlikely to
lead to regeneration below crags or into the wider area
(without other interventions).
There may be a very limited number of crag sites which are
suitable and accessible enough for people but not to
herbivores, limiting the scale of the restoration work. Safety
issues and the cost of hiring qualiﬁed people to carry out the
work and monitoring may be another limiting factor.
Other (rare or restricted) vegetation types found on crags may
be deemed to be detrimentally impacted by the planting of
shrubs.
Shrubs growing on cliﬀs are often limited in growth due to soil
depth or availability, and are prone to leverage and other
damage with snow build-up and rock fall.
Account needs to be taken of the possible presence of smaller
herbivores including hares and grouse, depending on the
species present.
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Fencing
Where livestock and/or deer management is not currently viable, physical protection of shrubs and seedlings may
be the only feasible choice, though – as indicated above – there are many considerations to take into account.
These include:

Scale
The scale of fencing will obviously be aﬀected by many constraints: ﬁnancial, ownership, designations and
other priority habitats, landscape, other land use interests and practical restrictions.

Some sites may beneﬁt from strategic fencing rather than complete exclosure fencing, used as a management

tool to lower, rather than remove grazing pressure.

The main and usually overlooked consideration with a montane scrub restoration project is one of long term
vision and commitment. The timescales to restore montane scrub habitats are not comparable to restoring

other woodland. Growth rates and establishment at altitude are very slow, and any intention to make use of

natural regeneration may be even slower, at least in terms of a human lifetime. It is likely that a fence’s lifetime

will not be long enough to achieve all the objectives of the initial project proposal. This means fence
replacement in the future may be a necessity in order to realise goals.

Montane scrub, and tree species in the treeline zone, rarely grow above the browse-height of sheep or deer. It
is important that any scheme takes account of the projected level of browsing pressure at the time when

the fence is due to be removed. There is currently no clear guidance on the level of browsing pressure a given

area of scrub can cope with.

It is often impossible to say what grants or long-term funding will be available to a project in the future, and

continued funding for an existing scheme is unlikely. However, a high-quality, successful project with obvious
outputs and beneﬁts could be used to demonstrate a track-record and deliverability, as an exemplar for the

development of a new restoration scheme.

If the vision of a landscape-scale woodland with natural tree line leading into montane scrub above is unrealistic

or undesirable on a landholding, then there may still be beneﬁt in having small, well-sited scrub restoration

sites within exclosures. Smaller exclosures can be more intensively planted than landscape scale projects and so

the inﬂuence of the planted trees and shrubs on the ground layer vegetation is quicker. This brings potential

beneﬁts to all the components of the associated habitat (plants and animals) and where relict populations

persist can arrest their terminal decline and save them from local extinction. The creation of seed sources, the

preservation of provenance of declining scrub species and beneﬁts to other grazing sensitive habitats can all
take place in smaller fenced areas.
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Siting
Any siting and design of fencing should take account of the management of sheep and deer hefts, gathering

regimes, and other habitats and species which may depend on the maintenance of grazing.

Deer fencing should not restrict access to lower ground for winter shelter over large areas. If deer or livestock

are likely to be on the hill in winter they must have a route to low ground in bad weather without a fence

creating a trap. See the joint agency guidelines on deer fencing (Anon 2004). Some initial pressure on a new

fence is likely. Extra vigilance in the early days to identify places where beasts are getting through or over is
recommended.

Path lines along the outside of a fence are commonly formed due to animals walking the fence looking for a way
through or round. Some sensitive habitats can be severely damaged by these paths, such as wet ﬂushes where

drainage can be altered, and the fence route should avoid crossing them. Water erosion of these paths may also
be a problem especially on steeper high ground, and may need future maintenance to stop scouring of soil.

Vegetation growth rates on bare ground are frequently slower than the ongoing erosion rate, which can then

accelerate and even undermine the fence itself in severe cases.

Scrub regeneration should not be encouraged in the immediate vicinity around black grouse lek sites, which
can be identiﬁed from local information or by consulting the Game and Wildlife Conservancy Black Grouse
Recovery Plan https://www.gwct.org.uk/advisory/guides/conserving-the-black-grouse/recovery-plan/

Fence lines should stay clear of ridge summits where birds ﬂy closest to the ground, and hillwalking routes are
frequently present.

Public access provision, including hill walking and cross-country skiing, must be maintained by providing gates

and stiles wherever necessary. Consultation with recreational user groups will be necessary prior to any fencing

in areas used by the public.

Visual impact of fences should be taken into account, avoiding obtrusive skyline fences and staying out of sight
of main walking routes wherever possible. A landscape assessment may be necessary for certain projects,
especially in scenic and other designated areas.

High altitude fences on steep ground should ideally be designed so that excluded deer and livestock are on the

downhill side of the fence to avoid the height advantage that a slope oﬀers to them. This can sometimes be

achieved by routing a gentle zig-zag over steeper sections. Where this is not
possible taller sections of fence may need to be used.

Snow build up will have one of the biggest implications for the siting of
fences and the route the fence will follow.
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Snowfall
Snow is one of the biggest problems aﬀecting high-altitude

fencing in Scotland. The weight of snow moving downslope

during avalanches or when snow on higher ground begins to melt,

is enough to ﬂatten even the sturdiest of fences. Annual repairs are
inevitable for eﬀective exclusion of large herbivores. Some advice
includes:

When erecting a fence, have extra materials delivered to the
site at the time of initial fence erection for future repairs.
Spares should be stashed on fence post bearers to keep

timber oﬀ the ground, in a level sheltered spot to stop snow

from spreading them around. Wire or metal spares should not
be left in contact with the ground as the galvanised coating
will corrode.

Careful routing is the most signiﬁcant means of limiting snow
damage. Ideally fencing should link areas which are blown
free of deep snow. Picking a route through snow beds and

other obstacles will involve more strainers and turning posts
than are needed in lower altitude fencing but, despite the
extra costs in surveying and planning, will save time and

money wasted on a failed project in the longer term. Rocky

summits, bedrock ridges and ridges with very thin soils may
prove the only deep snow-free sites but are unsuitable for
standard strainers or posts. Metal posts drilled into the

substrate are needed in these situations, and the additional
cost should be considered.

Incorporating short, sacriﬁcial sections which will give way

easily under snow pressure where the fence-line unavoidably
crosses areas of deep snow should be considered to reduce

the need to repair very extensive sections. On either side of
the sacriﬁcial lengths, tie-oﬀ fence sections on strainers to

prevent unnecessary damage to less vulnerable sections. This
is especially important in line wire fence designs.
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Design
It is likely that in most upland sites where scrub restoration is to be
undertaken and fencing is needed, red deer will be present and
sheep and roe deer likely. Fencing for these can be split into

traditional deer fencing or electric deer fencing, both types of
which have been used and are eﬀective at high altitude.

Variations within these two categories also exist and suit diﬀerent

circumstances. Other experimental types have been developed in

the past, but have not had enough success to become widespread
in use.

In some cases electric fencing may not be permissible under grant
schemes or permissible only with certain conditions attached.

Traditional deer fencing
Pros

Cons

It does not rely on a power source so is better in

A traditional high-speciﬁcation deer fence has a lot of materials

infrequent.

expensive, especially over long distance.

very isolated areas where fence inspection is
It is always stock proof outside of winter

conditions (if maintained) as it does not rely on

sometimes unreliable ‘oﬀ-grid’ electric systems.
Its height makes it more eﬀective on steep ground
where beasts are on the uphill side.

With the right speciﬁcation it can be eﬀective

against sheep, red and roe deer (& possibly hares).
It can still form an eﬀective barrier when partially
buried in snow.

On an appropriate site (e.g. not too much snow

depth and decent ground for construction), it can
be a very reliable and low maintenance option.

and requires high labour construction. It is consequently

It is not eﬃcient to use line wire for the full height of the fence

(although can be used on top half with 1.8m droppers).

Consequently the use of netting can be a drawback in deep

snow areas where repair of damaged netting is, generally, a

case of section replacement. Netting has a greater surface area
and less movement compared to line wire and consequently
snow can put more pressure on the fence.

The height of a traditional deer fence and general use of netting
creates a hazard to grouse and other bird species through an
increased risk of ‘bird-strike’. This situation can be improved

with visibility marking but this increases cost and impact on the

landscape.

Deer fencing is highly visible, even from a distance in open

landscapes. Standalone exclosures in places of scenic or wildland
value can be inappropriate, especially if they are large scale.
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Electric fencing
Electric fencing is generally a lighter weight, line wire construction

with at least one electric top wire on a 1.2 m main fence, with a second
fence comprising a single electric (oﬀ-set) wire running parallel to the

main fence (0.8 m up and 0.8 m out). The main fence can variously be:
A ‘line wire and dropper’ type, or
Uses ‘Rylock™-type netting’, or

Is ‘all- electric’ (i.e. runs further electric wires below the top electric
line on the main part of the fence).

Note: barbed wire and electric wire

should never be used together, nor

‘All-electric’ type fencing can be very lightweight, but is not good

against sheep, especially with lambs, as they are able to push through.
Shorting of electricity is also an increased risk with this design, so is
generally not recommended for permanent fencing.

should more than one energiser be
used to power a fence or a second
fence which is in reach of the ﬁrst.

It is possible that more than one fence speciﬁcation will be used,

particularly on larger-scale, high-altitude fencing. The level of maintenance, and/or staﬃng on a site will be major

additional considerations. It may be that where woodland and scrub restoration encompass a wide altitudinal

range, deer fencing is used at low altitude and on suitable slopes where beasts are on the uphill side. This could be
combined with converting existing stock fencing into deer-proof electric fencing. This is a relatively cheap added
option and could also cover larger distances at high altitude where annual repair of snow damage is likely, and

impact on landscape is an issue.

Pros

Cons

Its lighter-weight construction is cheaper to build, although

Regular maintenance / inspection is necessary to

generators may over-balance costs on smaller fences.

batteries.

an electric energiser(s) and the possible need for ‘oﬀ grid’

Its lighter weight and fewer materials with use of line wire
make for quicker, easier, cheaper and better repairs.

Can be used to upgrade existing stock fencing to deer
fencing very cheaply indeed.

It’s much less intrusive than a traditional deer fence even

comparatively close up. It tends to blend into landscape, and

is diﬃcult to see except where it crosses a skyline.

Greatly reduces risk of bird strike, and where birds do collide
there is a greater chance of passing through unharmed.

Once in place and after a few years, sheep and deer tend to

check fence voltages and functioning of energiser/
It can be completely covered in snow more easily

leaving no barrier till snow melt (although if it’s still

functioning, deer will sense the voltage and not walk
over the top).

The height can be inadequate to exclude deer

(especially stags) when it crosses a slope keeping the
beasts on the uphill side.

It’s not eﬀective against roe deer.
Its use can be controversial and may antagonise the
public if access provision is inadequate.

steer clear of it altogether, even if the fence is not electriﬁed.

Its current can short out in long, and particularly, wet

the fence.

ness (3-4k volts).

This also tends to mean fewer path lines forming alongside

vegetation to below the level to ensure stock proof-
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Fencing techniques
Here is a checklist of some technical considerations for highaltitudes:

Be imaginative. Thin soils and rough terrain pose many

challenges to a standard fencing approach. Practicality and
strength should always prioritise over appearance.

‘Mobile mapper’ type GIS technology would be of great use in

Fencing against mountain hare
This requires rabbit netting and
thorough underbuilding, and is

therefore not suitable where soils are
too thin. There is a high risk of snow
damage with a consequent high
maintenance requirement.

fence route design. Marking with canes is also of use but deer
tend to pull them out of the ground and snow snaps them if
out overwinter. Contractors will need a clearly marked map

with corresponding numbered canes to avoid any confusion
over missing ones.

Ease of repair is an important consideration in initial fence

design. No matter how much strength is built into a fence,
mountain conditions will always damage some of it.

Solid, well-placed strainers which will not move are vital. If

strainers move, the fence goes slack and the strength of the

fence disappears. Loose wires allow fence posts to be pushed
over in snow more easily, and frequent high winds can cause

loose wires to literally saw through wooden posts. Heavy duty
strainers are best, but there are many challenges in getting
them secure in shallow soils.

Use large boulders as tie-back anchors for strainers, or even as
strainers themselves, as these can be the most secure things

to tie a fence onto. If extensive metal posts are being used in
construction, following bedrock features to determine the

route for metal strainers and struts can be the most solid
method.

Tie-backs and struts need a higher than usual speciﬁcation.
Heavy struts, banded to the strainers with wire should be

standard. In heavy snow areas, tie-backs (where no natural
features such as boulders exist) may need more than one
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anchor post to spread the load. Anchor posts can be braced
together to make pull movement less likely.

Where fences traverse a steeper slope with snow build up,

fence post struts (stob struts) can be used, usually on every

second post. These are best running at right angles to the

slope rather than at neat right angles to the fence. Posts can

snap at the join with the top of the strut. In deep snow areas

the join should be at least, or higher than halfway up the post.
On twin electric fence designs, posts can be paired and braced
for extra strength.

Avoid using ‘tying fence down’ in small gullies but rather use

‘taller than usual’ under-build (and occasionally a longer post
or two) as a method to cross shallower snow beds. This

maintains fence height in winter conditions and keeps the
fence out of the snow. Extra rails will be required in these
areas.

Where extensive annual repairs are needed a possible

technique on steep slopes with deep snow build up is to use
sprung steel line wire and droppers. These are set between

20m spaced metal posts drilled and ﬁxed into dug-in boulders,
with no intermediate posts. This may reduce maintenance as
the wires will have more freedom of movement in snow
conditions without pulling posts over.

Metal posts should be heavy box section or angle iron with

holes for attaching wooden rails. Metal strainers should have
additional holes for metal struts to bolt onto. Re-rod feet

(2.5 cm for posts, 3.75 cm for strainers) should be welded on to

protrude 2.4 m from the base of posts for positioning into

rock. The galvanising of posts is preferable. Chemical ﬁxings
should be used to secure posts and stop ingress of water to
the hole, and where possible the base of post should be re-

turved to help protect against subsequent freeze-thaw action
on the stone.
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Fencing materials
Here is a technical checklist of useful variations to standard fencing:
Double and quadruple dipped galvanised wire is available and
should be used, in very exposed sites. The galvanising on

standard single dipped wire can last as little as eight years where
it is battered with ice and high wind near exposed high-altitude
ridges.

Timber treatment is less eﬀective than it was in the past due to

changes in the preservatives that can be used. Therefore good
quality larch posts should be used, preferably ‘peeled round’
posts for strength rather than ‘machine round’. This type
generally comes with some variation in thickness (and

straightness) and they are heavier, but more suitable for high-

altitude fencing. Double treatment (where timber is cut, treated,
left to season and treated a second time) is an option in some

sawmills and is probably worth the extra expense in the longer term. Double treatment of other timber not in

contact with the ground is probably not worth the additional expense if it is of reasonable quality.

Recycled plastic coated posts are becoming increasingly available, and have at least a 30-year life expectancy
without rotting. However, the 7.5 cm ‘pencil machine round’ size is currently not produced for deer height

fencing, and is likely to snap in deep snow. They are more expensive than timber and if snapping is

foreseeable, use a heavier, treated timber post. This product range may expand in the future and, if budget

allows, it may well be a better-value option in the long term, although eventual disposal may still be an issue.

‘GrippleTM’ wire connectors are ideal for maintenance of fences and are often the most time eﬃcient way of

carrying out repairs, especially on long fences. The combination of simultaneous tying and tensioning with

lightweight equipment particularly suits remedial springtime maintenance. However, they have a limited life at

altitude and for initial construction and larger repairs fencing knots and twisty-type line connectors have

greater durability. Knots for tying oﬀ should have gentle curves and not tight twists, as tight twist-oﬀs sheer

under snow pressure far more easily. Crimps are also a good alternative and stronger than knots.

Line wires should generally be favoured over netting for ease of repair (and ease of construction over rough

terrain). Where Rylock™ netting is used, the continuous vertical wire type (i.e. a locked joint, such as ‘Hampton
NET™’), rather than the hinge type should be used. This will oﬀer greater strength when the weight of snow

pulls it down during thawing.
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Some speciﬁc techniques and materials for high-altitude fencing
Guidance on electric fence energiser requirements, earthing and power source can be found in manufacturers’
guidance. There are also guidelines on electric fencing and access http://www.outdooraccess-

scotland.com/sites/default/ﬁles//docs/guidance_on_electric_fences_and_public_access_on_moorland.pdf.
Mains operated energisers are vastly more reliable. This should be the preference rather than an oﬀ-grid power

source.

However, where an oﬀ-grid solution is needed, solar panels are the preferable option. They are cheaper and

more reliable than a small wind turbine. Unlikely though it may seem, the sun is a more reliable source of power

than the wind. Even on cloudy days modern solar panels can maintain a charge in the battery if it is rated

correctly. Wind turbines can allow the battery to run ﬂat when becalmed for a few days and cannot recharge a

ﬂat battery. If this occurs the battery has to be removed from site, charged via the mains and returned – which

can be time-consuming in remote locations. Wind generators, commonly rated to cope with 90 mph winds,

often burn out in high-altitude conditions. High winds can also frequently blow ‘shunt regulators’ (ﬁtted to

protect battery from excess charging voltage), whereas the sun never produces excessive power to compromise
any hardware.

If more than one energiser needs to be used, ensure it is not possible to receive a shock from both at the same
time anywhere along the fence.

‘Leisure’ type batteries, rather than car batteries should be used. They release less of a charge and more slowly,
and consequently last longer should the recharging equipment fail.

Solar panels should be ﬁrmly ﬁtted with provision to withstand high winds. To shed snow more easily they

should be mounted as steeply as possible within the manufacturer’s guidelines, and be sited at a height where
snow build up will not bury them.

Lightning arresters should be ﬁtted between the fence and energiser/power source. High-altitude fences can
sometimes act as huge lightning conductors, and expensive energiser and battery set-ups will be severely
damaged if this happens.

‘Isolator switches’, at key points in the fence line, can be useful for shutting down areas of high snow build-up in

winter to maintain voltage on unaﬀected areas, although in practice this can be troublesome. They are

frequently the source of a loss of voltage in the fence as they pit and spark after a few years, even causing a

complete break in power if left uninspected for too long. Despite this, one or two, ﬁtted in more accessible
points around the fence, can be useful for monitoring voltages to identify sections of fence with ‘healthy

voltages’ and narrow down faulty areas. They should be kept to a minimum, and be as accessible as possible.
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Add in extra ones later for isolating snowbound areas only if there is a problem with deer or sheep crossing

good areas of fence with low power due to the shorting.

A ‘loop’ electric fence is preferable to a ‘dead end’ type i.e. the power goes from source, right round the fence
and back to source. This allows power to be maintained on both sides of a shorting-out or damaged section

fence, albeit at lower voltage. With two isolator switches ﬁtted at source, it is possible to eﬀectively turn the

‘loop’ into a ‘line’ in both a clockwise or anti-clockwise direction. This procedure aids the monitoring of voltages
and locating of shorts. (Of the four voltage readings, start and end of fence in each direction, the lowest reading

is the direction nearest to the short unless no power is getting past the fault at all).

If the fence is a combination of electric and non-electric speciﬁcations, a single wire can be used to take power
over non-electric sections on ‘oﬀset insulator brackets’. This can help maintain a ‘loop’ set-up.

Where a fence crosses an unavoidable deep snow bed (typically in a deep gully crossing) and the fence is likely

to be damaged each year or under snow late into the year, an aerial electric wire can be used to transfer power
to the next section of fence avoiding the snow. The section under the snow bed is best designed with a nonelectric speciﬁcation, which is straightforward to repair.

Regular control of high vegetation adjacent to the fence can be necessary to avoid shorting out. This is most

problematic when an ‘all-electric’ design is used. Tree regeneration touching the fence can be easily dealt with

on routine inspections but bracken in lower altitude areas can be a problem. Vegetation shorting is usually

worse in wet weather. Vegetation control through chemical spraying is subject to stringent controls due to risk

of damage to watercourses and sensitive vegetation of potential conservation interest. This, together with cost

and accessibility issues, make it a challenging solution. Motor or manual cutting is the most straightforward
option, but can considerably add to maintenance time if it becomes a large-scale problem.
Products such as ‘insul-tube™’ fence wire

insulators are cheaper, reusable and more

robust than other types and should be speciﬁed
on new construction. Hook type insulators are

ideal for maintenance where new posts need to
be added.

It is fundamentally important that, whether

electric or traditional, fences are checked at the
ﬁrst opportunity following a thaw to check for

damage and increased accessibility to browsing
animals.
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Laying out materials and helicopter air lifts
The amount of fencing materials in a large or high-speciﬁcation
fence can be surprising. Suppliers will have a good idea of the
overall weight being ordered, though weight due to moisture

content of timber can vary. In virtually any high-altitude fence, airlifting will be the cheapest, fastest and least damaging option.
However, the hourly cost of a helicopter is high, and while a
successful airlift which runs smoothly with bundles close to

maximum weight will save money, a poorly-organised one could

be extremely costly. The Civil Aviation Authority should be able to
oﬀer advice www.caa.co.uk Some general rules apply:

Always try to get materials from the fencing supplier(s)

delivered as close to the new fence site as is practicable. If the

airlift site is several kilometres further than the actual roadside
delivery can achieve, it is worth arranging an intermediate
move with a tractor and trailer. This is likely to save more

money than paying for a longer turnaround between bundles
with the helicopter.

Map and mark dropsites clearly. Hi-viz material, preferably
with large numbers, for example 0.5 m2 or larger, staked to

the ground is more visible from the air than ﬂags.

Most experienced helicopter fencing contractors will want to
bundle and mark their own air-lift. This is to be encouraged,
as they will be able to gauge how best to shift materials and
should risk-manage for eventualities. However, getting

average weights of the diﬀerent materials can be helpful in
making up full weight bundles which are not too heavy.
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